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 Dave is becoming internationally known for his snapology origami work

 2018: First Prize at the Math Art exhibit at the Joint Math Meetings in the category of 
textile, sculpture or other medium.

 2020: 

 “Cubic Fusion” purchased by the U. of Pennsylvania Library

 “Big Boy Blue” to be presented as part of the German Mathematical Society 
Minisymposium on Math and Art in September.

 More of his work is at http://snaporigami.weebly.com/

 His video tutorial for making a snapology origami icosahedron can be found at 

http://snaporigami.weebly.com/2018-bridges-art-exhibition.html

Introduction to Dave Honda

http://snaporigami.weebly.com/
http://snaporigami.weebly.com/2018-bridges-art-exhibition.html


 Inventor of Geometiles®

 Snapology origami enthusiast

 Using snap origami as a form of relaxation

 Currently obsessed with ombre

Introduction to Yana Mohanty



How this session will be structured

 We ask you math question with a numerical answer

answer through private chat to instructor

 You have a question that’s easier to ask by 

speaking and/or showing what you are making

raise your hand and wait to be called on.



Platonic Solids: a special family of solids
5

Each is made from one type of regular polygon:

 Equilateral triangle

 Square

 Pentagon

• The number of polygons at each vertex (corner) is the same.

Tetra=4          hexa=6                octa=8         dodeca=12        icosa=20

“hedra” means seats or faces

a.k.a. cube



You can rotate this icosahedron from 

the Wolfram Demonstration Project

https://demonstrations.wolfram.com/PlatonicSolids/

Download free CDF player from their website after the session to play with it.

https://demonstrations.wolfram.com/PlatonicSolids/


Let’s deconstruct one of these

ICOSAHEDRON

•Made of 20 equilateral triangles

ICOSA

20 in Greek

•5 triangles at every vertex

FACE



How is the snapology icosahedron 

made?

 2 kinds of paper pieces:

 Triangle pieces FACES

 Connector pieces EDGES

Two “faces” connected with an “edge”



YOU decide on the color scheme of 

YOUR icosahedron

“Edge choice”- dominant color

“triangle choice”- accent color

How many pieces of each will you need?

Please answer via chat PRIVATELY to the host so that everyone 
has a chance to think about these questions:

1. How many triangle pieces (faces, inside color) will you 
need for your icosahedron?

2. How many connector pieces (edges, outside color) will you 
need for your icosahedron?



Variation: SNUPcycle!!



How far can you take this?

https://www.tetratrik.com/
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https://www.tetratrik.com/


Thank you for joining us!

We’re happy to email you this presentation and to answer any further 
questions you may have, as well as discuss your ideas for future projects.

Feel free to reach out to us at

Dave: snaporigami@gmail.com http://snaporigami.weebly.com/

Yana: yana@imathgination.com https://geometiles.com/math-crafts/

This presentation will be here!

Happy folding!
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